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The grandeur of Havana welcomes visitors with open
arms, echoing the splendor of its heyday
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uba’s revered national hero, José Martí, a leader of the
Cuban Independence Movement, and an esteemed poet
and writer, once wrote, “To educate is to free.” Now that
travel restrictions to visit Cuba have loosened, Americans
are taking notice and learning more about the rich history
and culture of this island nation.
The one-time image of Cuba as a forbidden, restricted country has been
replaced with a spotlight on its people, and their roots and warm embrace,
freeing any preconceived notions. So the time to visit Cuba is now, before
the flood of tourism changes the landscape too much.
A perfect day in Havana, the country’s capital city, begins at the
palatial Hotel Nacional de Cuba. Built in 1930, the hotel anchors the
city with a sprawling view of Havana Harbor. The sea wall, better known
as the malecón, stretches along the five miles of sea surrounding Havana.
Upon entering the hotel, you are instantly transported back to Cuba’s
golden age. The eclectic architecture (a blend of Art Deco, Moorish and
Neo-Colonial elements), dark wood, amber lighting and tile floors are
classically elegant and reflect an era paused in time.
Graced by the presence of personalities like Frank Sinatra, Ava
Gardner and Ernest Hemingway,
Hotel Nacional was the place to
be during Havana’s halcyon days.
Walk through the lobby and exit
into the gardens, which provide
the best place to take in your first
experience in Havana.
The house musicians hold court
near the bar, taking requests from
guests lounging around tables. The vibrant lyrics from groups like the
Buena Vista Social Club seem to roll off their tongues and will lull you
into a state of traveler’s bliss as you sit in the warm sun, smelling the mint
wafting through the air, while bartenders muddle mojito after mojito, an
art form in itself.
From a distance, the Cuban flag waves in the breeze as classic American
cars cruise along the coast. Linger in this idyllic setting for a couple
drinks, then enlist a Coco taxi to deliver you to the entrance of La
Habana Vieja, or Old Havana, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Stroll
aimlessly through the narrow streets here, ignoring the desire to reference
a guidebook or map.
The beauty of Old Havana is in its details—the grandiose architecture
in ruins; layers upon layers of paint that coat crumbling walls housing
years of history and culture; and the people who reside in the homes
overlooking the cobblestoned streets, hanging their laundry overhead as
you pass by. Take your time exploring the nooks and crannies, stopping
for fresh coconut water (straight from the source), or sliced pineapple.
Seize the moment and join kids playing soccer in the streets, letting the
universal language of laughter communicate for you. Cubans are curious
about tourists; where you come from, what you know about their country
and what compelled you to visit. Their inquiries are genuine, so take
advantage of the opportunity to get to know them and learn about their
lives, while sharing insight into yours as well.

One of the most personal ways to get to know the locals is to have dinner
with them. Paladares are privately owned restaurants in people’s homes,
and an intimate way to get a firsthand glance at how many Cubans earn
their living. Not to mention a delicious home cooked meal.
La Guarida is one of the most well-known paladares—and for good
reason. It is located in an iconic building, made famous in the movie
Fresa y Chocolate, and is chock-full of character. At the top of a spiraling
staircase, past lines of hanging laundry, you emerge at the door of this
cozy restaurant. Locals and tourists alike mingle in multiple dining
rooms with bright yellow walls covered in framed pictures, highlighted
by eccentric statues and décor. Before and after dinner drinks can be

“The beauty of Old Havana is in its details—the grandiose
architecture in ruins; layers upon layers of paint that coat
crumbling walls housing years of history and culture.”
had on the swanky rooftop bar, El Mirador, which recently opened to
accommodate the uptick in tourism. The 360-degree views of Havana will
captivate you for hours as you sip Havana Club rum and coke.
As day turns to night, the rhythm of the city comes to life. Jazz clubs
like La Zorra y El Cuervo host sultry performances in an underground
tavern. Hotel Nacional is home to the Cabaret Parisien, which offers
Cubano Cubano nightly. The show, a fusion of Indo American, Hispanic
and African cultures that eventually evolved into Cuban culture, starts at
10 p.m. and, by midnight, has guests on the dance floor learning to salsa.
After you’ve warmed up your dancing shoes, head to the popular Casa
de la Musica in the Miramar neighborhood. While Cuban rum flows
freely, find yourself swiveling your hips amid a sea of salsa dancers into
the wee hours of morning.
And finally, no visit to Havana is complete without a late-night drink
on the malecón, where throngs of Cubans gather along the sea to stay cool,
toast friends and listen to live music against the backdrop of crashing
waves.
As a great Cuban proverb states, “A love that can last forever takes
but a second to come about.” If the world’s love affair with Cuba in the
days of old is any indication of what it can be again, a new generation of
American travelers will set foot in Havana and easily fall for its vibrant
culture, soulful cuisine and beautiful ruins upon first glance.
To plan a trip to Cuba, visit InsightCuba.com.
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